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Addictive behaviour is often rooted in experiences of trauma. When people have experienced awful 

things, whether as children or adults, the impulse is often to find some sort of psychological way of 

escaping from the pain, and one way in which this happens is through compulsive or addictive 

behaviours. Trauma leaves mental scars and these tend to manifest in repetitious patterns. The 

person may on the one hand be haunted by the traumatic incident or events, experiencing the 

repeating images of the scene, as is typical of PTSD, and on the other hand they may develop 

behavioural patterns of avoidance which may include addiction as a way of mediating painful 

thoughts. Other-centred approach is founded in a model of psychology which focuses on the ways in 

which patterns of perception and reaction condition the self-story and lead to repeating cycles of fear 

and flight. Its methodology has common roots with mindfulness practice and is primarily focused on 

observing the way that these perceptual habits can be explored and challenged through reality-

checking and through finding a more positive engagement with reality in the present. Grounded in a 

deep acceptance of the positive potential in facing and transforming traumatic experience, the 

method is interactive, investigative and concrete. 



OTHER-CENTRED THERAPY: A BUDDHIST PARADIGM 

Buddhist psychology suggests that, in response to the existential pain of life, we build up what are 

known as ‘attachments’ as a kind of defence. These attachments are basically a form of positive or 

negative attention. They tend to prioritise certain sensory experiences, based on identification and 

dis-identification.  

The self is considered to be an illusory structure, constructed out of the process of attachment in 

response to awareness of the omnipresence of affliction.  

By creating the delusion of a permanent self, humans isolate themselves from one another, and 

from experience. They distort their view of others and repeat behavioural patterns, reinforcing a 

world view which reflects the sense of identity.  

In this way, people live in perceptual bubbles which reflect personal interests and obscure the view 

of others (other people, events, places, things and so on). 

Whilst the creation of self-structures, or identity, is a universal process for ordinary humans, when 

this process becomes too powerful, or is based on habit patterns which are overly destructive or 

limiting, it gives rise to difficulties that are generally identified as mental health problems.   

Buddhist practice involves methods which disrupt the rigidity of the mental formations commonly 

associated with identity. It aims to bring people into closer relationship with the world and with 

others. Such practices may be of two kinds:  

• those methods which deconstruct ‘the self’ 

• those which facilitate better connection with ‘the other’.  

Other-centred approach addresses both these aspects but particularly focuses on supporting the 

person’s engagement with others.  

In its view of the self, Buddhist psychology provides a timely critique of some Western assumptions 

of mental health and offers a distinctly different paradigm for viewing the therapeutic. Other-

centred approaches hold a particular place within this field, transcending the need for self-focus in 

therapy and presenting a practical route to therapeutic change. 

Other-centred approach offers a model of psychology which supports and encourages practical 

approaches to mental health. As such it is in line both with psychodynamic ideas about the creation 

of the self out of layers of experience and identification, but it also encourages dynamic interaction 

with others in ways which can be very concrete. It can involve encouraging clients to walk in the 

country, to exercise, to join in social activity or to study. It involves fostering an attitude of curiosity 

and enthusiasm more than one of introspection.  

The model incorporates mindfulness as a key element, mindfulness being non-judgmental attention 

to present moment experience. It also draws on mindfulness texts which see moment by moment 

experience as a manifestation of the conditioned coming into being and impermanence of each 

phenomenon.  



INTRODUCTION TO BUDDHIST PSYCHOLOGY  

One basic principle which Buddhism offers is an understanding of Dukkha (existential affliction) as a 

driving force of our psychology. In a teaching known as the Four Noble Truths, the first truth is 

Dukkha, this is defined by a list of events which includes sickness, old age, death and 

disappointment. In other words it is described in terms of existential life events and the reality of the 

human condition. The description of Dukkha also includes the process of attachment by which the 

self is maintained. 

The second Noble Truth, Samudaya, means arising and refers to the arising of feelings of craving for 

attachment in response to dukkha. Samudaya is the normal human response by which we try to 

escape afflictions through distraction. These attachments give rise to three stages of clinging: Kama, 

Bhava, Vibhava.  

• Kama: sense attachment. The first means of escape from reality is through sensory pleasures 

or less pleasant sensory distractions. 

• Bhava: becoming, or self-building. Sensory distractions build into habits which become 

identified with. This is the basis for creating the self. We surround ourselves with familiar objects 

which form our personal world and this supports identity. 

• Vibhava: non-becoming. When self-creation ceases to work, or the self is threatened, the 

person seeks oblivion, perhaps through suicide, self-harm, addiction or psychological deadening 

These three elements give a description of the process of negative progression by which a person 

gradually withdraws from engagement with life. It offers a typology for understanding levels of 

mental distress. 

The third and fourth Noble Truths, Nirodha and Marga, describe a process of unhooking from 

attachment and containing the energy of one’s response to life affliction (nirodha) and re-engaging 

with life in a more spiritual way (marga). 

THE SELF IS CREATED THROUGH A CYCLE OF REACTION 

In understanding the process of self-building, we draw on two teachings in particular. These show 

how the self comes about as the result of certain conditions. Conditionality is a fundamental concept 

in Buddhist psychology. The two teachings which we use are called Dependent Origination and the 

Skandhas. Both offer versions of the same process model of self-creation. The two teachings map 

onto one another, and show how our perception of the world is conditioned by our mental 

structures and how our mental structures are conditioned by our perception of things.  

According to these models, people are in a state of not seeing (avidya) because of their ordinary self-

orientated consciousness (vijnana).  

• Our sense of ourselves as a special case creates a barrier between us and the world 

• Our perception of the world is always distorted by self-interest 

• Our sense of self is an attempt to achieve a feeling of permanence in the face of uncertainty. 



To show how this model is portrayed, let us look at the teaching of the skandhas: 

Perceptual Objects (Rupa): the perceptual object, or the colouration which we add to the object. 

Perception is coloured by self-interest, so that we see the world in ways which support our habitual 

view and indirectly our identity. 

Reaction (Vedana): our immediate, visceral reaction. This response is pre-cognitive, and either 

positive, negative or neutral. It is an expression of greed, hate, or delusion reactions. 

Association (Samjna): literally ‘with-knowing’ refers to our distorted perception, or, more 

specifically, a process of association and entrancement in which we draw the object which we have 

perceived into a familiar story, and start to follow an old script. 

Mental Formation (Samskara): the creation of mental formations through the actions. Samskara is 

the creation of karma, which we produce as a result of following our old scripts. 

Mentality (Vijnana): The common or divided consciousness which arises as a result of the other 

skandhas. This mentality leads us to seek out objects which will continue to confirm our prejudices 

about life. In other words it leads us back to seeing the world as rupa. 

The cycle is self-replicating; driven by the compulsive search for evidence to support our attachment 

to self; to support our theories about our personal permanence and identity. The model can 

therefore be seen as one of addiction and compulsion. Buddhism hypothesises that we are addicted 

to self.  

OTHER-CENTRED APPROACH 

As we have seen, the Buddhist understanding of mental process suggests that people construct a 

self as a defensive structure. This model suggests that the self is created by a cycle, and the cycle can 

be seen as having two mutually conditioning ‘poles’. The world view conditions the identity and the 

identity conditions the way the world is seen.  

Some Buddhist methods focus more on the ‘self’ end of the cycle, seeing it as the focus of the 

problem and the part of the cycle where there is most leverage. They focus on introspection and 

deconstruction of problematic thoughts. Such practices focus at two levels: 

• Gradual Path: The self which is constructed may be dysfunctional and may be improved by 

creating better karmic propensities (eg practices such as Watering Good Seeds.- Thich Nhat Hanh) 

• Sudden Path: The self is the problem and needs to be dismantled (eg sudden path methods 

such as Zen) 

Other-Centred approach focuses predominantly on our relationship with the world. Since problems 

arise from our tendency to impose personal agendas on those whom we encounter, gaining a clearer 

view of others is likely to change the patterns of thinking which create rigidity and delusion. Of 

course seeing things without conditioned perception is never fully achievable for ordinary people, 

but other-centred method is concerned with movement in that direction.  



CORE SKILLS OF OTHER-CENTRED WORK: 

THE CONTAINER 

The therapeutic container is essential to any therapeutic work. In other-centred therapy, the 

establishment of the therapeutic container is based on: 

• Embodied empathy 

• Grounded presence 

• Triangular relationship 

• Imaginative resonance 

• Fellow Feeling  

• Boundary keeping and containment 

• Mindful Attention 

OBJECT RELATED WORK 

A fundamental principle in other-centred approach is not only to be empathic towards the client, but 

also to help the client to develop empathy for the ‘others’ in their world. Through this they develop 

understanding for significant people in their current life and from the past, not just in terms of their 

impact on the client him/herself, but also as people in their own right. The basic question which the 

therapist might ask is not ‘how is it for you’ but rather ‘how is it for them?’  

One of the conditional relations described in the Buddhist texts is object relation. The mind state is 

dependent on the objects to which it gives attention. This principle can be seen, for example, in the 

practice of meditation, which involves focusing the mind upon a wholesome object. One key skill of 

other-centred therapy is to work object-relatedly. This means holding the client’s attention upon the 

objects which are significant in the client’s world, rather than bringing the attention back to the 

client’s self. The attention is outwardly orientated but may be focused in two ways.  

EXPLORATION OF CONDITIONED PERCEPTION 

 Exploring the conditioned nature of perception is useful in: 

• Exposing patterns of perception, assumption, reaction, scripts, associations 

• Showing how different identities are conditioned by different ‘objects’ 

• Leading to cathartic expression (focus on the object is more cathartic than focus on feelings) 

• Conditioning a change of heart 

CONNECTION TO THE OBJECT WORLD AS A WORLD OF REAL OTHERS 

Exploring the ‘reality’ of the object which is perceived may be achieved through:  

• Challenging the perception directly. “Is that really so?” 

• Developing empathy for the ‘other’ 

• Investigation, deduction and enquiry into the truth 

• Role-reversal work, imaginatively and sometimes dramatically entering the other’s shoes. 



TRAUMA, ADDICTIVE PROCESS AND BUDDHIST PSYCHOLOGY 

Trauma is dukkha. The experience of trauma can trigger the establishment of patterns of self-

building and clinging. 

At the same time, facing the extreme dukkha of life can lead to spiritual and psychological 

breakthrough, as we will see below.  

This said, the experience of trauma is powerful and pervasive. We should not think that it is easily 

relinquished. It conditions the mentality. It can lead the client to: 

• Seek out evidence which confirms the world view (eg that life is dangerous) 

• Experience the trauma being repeated, often leading to fear reactions or avoidant reactions 

eg flashbacks, dreams, associations, PTSD symptoms because the mind is projecting it 

• Predominance of traumatic ‘objects’ in the mentality being replaced by predominance of 

addictive ‘objects’ ads a distraction from the original trauma 

• Tendencies to repeat behaviours (including thoughts) associated with trauma or with the 

avoidance of it 

This means that working with addiction involves three main focuses: 

• Working with immediate patterns of addictive or avoidant process to deconstruct them 

• Building strength in connecting to positive ‘others’ in the present and building ‘faith’ 

• Recognising and facing the original dukkha (which may include many layers, including 

existential threat) 

SUTRA ON FEAR AND DREAD 

There is a useful Buddhist text called the Sutra on Fear and Dread. This shows how the Buddha 

worked with his own feelings of fear by going into the places in the forest where bad spirits were 

said to live. There, having initially gone through a period of training himself and building spiritual 

strength, he faced his fear through establishing mindfulness, and through staying with the feelings 

that came up in him until they dispersed: 

While I walked, the fear and dread came upon me; I neither stood nor sat nor lay down till I had 

subdued that fear and dread. While I stood, the fear and dread came upon me; I neither walked nor 

sat nor lay down till I had subdued that fear and dread. While I sat, the fear and dread came upon 

me; I neither walked nor stood nor lay down till I had subdued that fear and dread. While I lay down, 

the fear and dread came upon me; I neither walked nor stood nor sat down till I had subdued that 

fear and dread (Majjhima Nikaya 4) 

This text is remarkably similar to the approach used with trauma in PTSD cases today. These basically 

use a period of work in which the client builds up their psychological strength, followed by an 

experience of being taken through the traumatic incident as vividly as possible by the therapist. 



WORKING WITH TRAUMA AND ADDICTIVE PROCESS FROM AN OTHER CENTRED PERSPECTIVE 

THE THERAPEUTIC CONTAINER 

Embodied Empathy: The establishment of embodied, empathic relationship is fundamental to any 

work of this kind. This is particularly so because: 

• Addiction is concerned with disconnection. It is an intense version of the skandha process 

• Embodiment helps the therapist sense the client’s hidden feelings 

• The client learns naturally to be more embodied through modelling and becomes more 

aware of body triggers. Embodiment is often particularly difficult in trauma work.  

• Addictive patterns often involve negative self-view. Empathy creates a positive connection. 

• Trust is a big problem after trauma, and empathy provides a bridge to developing trust. 

• As relationship is more ‘real’, the client experiences the therapist as ‘other’ rather than 

through projection. 

• Empathy is respectful because it is an ‘as if’ experience and does not tell the client how it is, 

supporting the client’s sense of autonomy. 

Grounded Presence: Grounded presence is fundamental to the ability to be with the client with 

addictive problems because: 

• Grounding provides stability and connection when difficult emotions are being expressed 

• In trauma situations, clients find it hard to be grounded themselves so the therapist’s 

groundedness is important as a holding device. 

• When the therapist is grounded, the client ‘catches’ this groundedness. This can be 

particularly important in cases of addiction as, since addiction is a flight process, the person 

often finds it hard to do. 

• Presence is focused attention, offered to the client as other. The client with addiction 

problems may have had little attention of this kind. 

Triangular Relationship: Other-centred therapy is characterised by the ‘side-by-side’ mode of 

interaction. Therapist and client work collaboratively to explore the client’s world. This includes 

exploring behaviour, thoughts, reactions, history, boundaries, protocols etc. In this way any 

treatment method can be introduced as a neutral ‘other’ which client and therapist explore 

together. 

Imaginative resonance:  The therapist imaginatively follows the client’s story, listening for key rupa 

elements. This method relies on having a sense of the energy which is involved in different elements 

of the story.   

Fellow Feeling: The triangular relationship relies on a non-judgmental frame. The therapist 

recognises her own fallibility and, whilst she does not normally share her issues with the client, 

needs an appreciation that she too has the tendency to avoidance, clinging, fear and all the other 

roots of addictive behaviour. This means that she is able to offer deep acceptance based on fellow 

feeling. She also does not distance herself. Self-awareness is important for the therapist so that she 

doesn’t subtly distance herself from distressing behaviours and therefore be experienced by the 

client as rejecting.  



Boundary keeping and containment: Boundaries are ‘others’ to which we have to relate. They 

provide a holding framework which is essential for this sort of work, but they are also small instances 

of dukkha against which people will bump. Managing the feelings which arise in relation to 

boundaries can give small examples of handling other dukkha.  

Mindful attention: In maintaining the conditions above, therapists need to be able to keep ‘one foot 

in the river and one foot on the bank’ – to be in empathy but not to be swept away by the 

emotional energy. It shows how these two requirements can be met:  

• the therapist holds the solidity of the therapeutic process, offering a safe working space  

• the therapist is aware and engaged with the client’s distress.  

This mirrors mindfulness practice in which the practitioner observes their own process, noticing pain 

and distress in an objective way without getting swept away by the feeling reaction. 

 

OBJECT RELATED IDENTITY 

WORKING WITH THE CLIENT’S STORY 

Narrative & Identity: The story which the client presents reflects the sense of self and the 

preoccupations on which identity is based. The story may relate to early trauma. Where this is the 

case it may be hard to move on from because identity (which is protective) is supported by it. For 

this reason it may be hard to give up being a victim, a survivor, an alcoholic or damaged. These 

identities, though they may seem negative, support a sense of continuity and keep other self-

structures in place. To move on, a new story and new identity may need to be found. There is always 

much more in the past than is presented in the main narrative and drawing on alternative stories 

can strengthen the client’s sense of their capacity. 

Projective Methods: Telling the story of abuse and trauma can be overwhelming. Projective 

methods such as drawing, writing, sand-tray work, empty chair work, using objects to ‘sculpt’ 

relationships and so on can be used. These methods have a number of advantages: 

• They create a working distance from the material 

• They let the client stand back and get an over-view of the situation or explore different 

perspectives 

• They give distance and reduce the size of the figures in the story 

• They let the story be changed, be shown evolving over time, or be given fantasy endings 

• They aid objectivity and an investigation of what might be true in given situations 

Role Reversal & Other Perspective: One outcome of projective work can be the exploration of other 

perspectives. Role reversal, a technique borrowed from Jacob Moreno’s psychodrama, allows the 

client to stand in the shoes of others, giving a fuller understanding of other points of view. With 

trauma, this work needs to be done with great caution, but it can be very powerful if done when the 

client is ready. 



Working with different focuses: Buddhist psychology understands mental patterns as being 

conditioned by prior experience, but also as self-maintaining cycles. This model gives us three levels 

of intervention which are particularly relevant to work with trauma and addiction. Moving between 

these can help the client create links between aspects of behaviour and the past:  

• the current behaviour,  

• the precipitating events,  

• dukkha in the broadest sense.  

Dukkha: The client’s history and events which lie behind addictive patterns of behaviour usually 

involve a good deal of dukkha, which might include trauma, abuse, grief, absence of quality 

relationships, and neglect. Addictive behaviour can, in this respect, be seen as a manifestation of the 

processes of avoidance and clinging which we associate with samudaya. Dukkha, however, is 

omnipresent. Behind the behaviour, in addition to specific incidents, there may also be more general 

feelings of fear and dread related to impermanence and mortality. These feelings are exacerbated by 

poor containment resulting from the legacy of the specific life experiences.  

Three Levels of Samudaya: As with any behaviour, addictive patterns can represent any of the three 

levels of escape. 

• A person may use alcohol or other substances to create a sensory distraction.  

• They may become identified with the addictive behaviour and may build a sense of self 

around it, with an associated self-world of objects which support the identity. 

• The person may feel utter despair and just want to seek oblivion through drink or other 

addictive substances. 

CLOSENESS AND DISTANCE 

Achieving a working distance from difficult material is important when working with trauma and 

addiction. If material is too vivid the client may become overwhelmed and feel re-traumatised. If it is 

over-distanced, he/she may not be working effectively. Getting the right distance is partly a matter 

of creating sufficient distance through the use of timing, language and techniques and partly of 

building the client’s capacity to hold difficult emotions.  

Amplification and containment operate 

together. Containment activities create the 

therapeutic ground. Within this, amplification 

of the realism of the story happens. The 

evocation of rupa energies which come from 

the vividness of the story may then evoke 

strong feelings which need containment. In 

this way, a balance of the two processes 

provides the optimal conditions for therapy. 

Challenge and containment alternate to 

create a safe space in which increasing levels 

of disclosure can happen.   

  



Changes of Language 

• Shifts of subject matter: moving the attention to other aspects of the story 

• Shifts of tense: moving from past tense to present tense intensifies the memory and vice 

versa 

• Shifting perspective from identification to observation:  eg “So you are very frightened..”; 

“So you were really frightened…” ; “So the little girl that you were must have been terrified.”  

• Different levels of evocative language: eg The deceased, The person who passed away, The 

dead person, Joan 

• Using objective language instead of emotional language 

Imaginative methods of containment: For example, the counsellor might suggest that the client 

imagines playing events through as if they were on a television screen. Using this imaginative 

technique, the images can be viewed as smaller and contained by the television set. This technique 

also has the advantage that the ‘film’ may be stopped and even re-wound or switched off, so that 

the client can gain control and understanding of the sequence of events and of his reactions to 

them. 

METHODS FOR CREATING CONTAINMENT 

• Creating a safe corner in the therapy room 

• Using body awareness to become more aware of the first signs of under-distancing  

• Learning to interrupt the process by distraction if traumatic material surfaces too intensely 

• Learning to move in and out of emotive material by using changes of attention 

• Creating anchors (objects which can be held to facilitate grounding) 

 

Talking a person through a grounding process: Sometimes a person will experience a flash-back or 

become under-distanced from feelings during a therapy session. At such times, you will need to ‘talk 

them down’. Draw their attention away from the terrifying memories or thoughts, and back to the 

everyday reality of the therapy room. Just as the mind is conditioned in fearful ways by the prospect 

of the abuser or the traumatic event, so too, it will be differently conditioned if the person pays 

attention to ordinary objects. Adopt a manner which is kind but firm. You may need to speak quite 

strongly if the person is very distressed. In bringing someone out of an under-distanced state, you 

might: 

• Assert that the abuser, or other threatening figure, is not in the room 

• Remind them that you are with them 

• Tell the client to pay attention to their real surroundings 

• Use their name  

• Ask them questions about what they see in the therapy room 

• Ask them what they are going to do this afternoon or tomorrow 

• Tell them to focus their attention on something which they are holding, or on the sensation 

of sitting on the floor  

• Ask them if they can hear traffic outside 


